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1 Overview 
 
These installations instructions are intended for contractors. The Air Source Heat Pump Installation also requires the Lincoln 
User Manual to complete the set-up. The heating system, Lincoln air source heat pump and the Eco Touch represent one 
functional unit. Consequently, their instructions complement each other.  
 
The initial operation needs to be set up by your installer. The installer needs to install the system in accordance with the 
documentation supplied with the Air Source Heat Pump. The Air Source heat pump should not be installed in any area where 
there may be a potential for an explosive atmosphere to be present. The Air Source Heat Pump should be installed and surveyed 
with national or local building regulations accounted for (taking into consideration all health and safety measures, fire and 
electrical emissions and noise pollution).  
 
Ensure that the correct size heat pump has been selected in accordance with the latest version of MIS3005 (for UK installation) 
and with the GES Heat Pump Planning Manual. 

1.1 Description 

The Air Source Heat Pump is primarily designed for providing hot water. The unit can operate in ambient conditions between -
20deg.C and +30deg.C, and can produce flow temperatures up to 60deg.C. The system is designed to run in conjunction with 
various heat delivery systems; under floor heating, water to air fan coils and radiators. It is better to use a system that delivers a 
lower flow temperature as it will deliver a higher coefficient of performance (COP).  
 
The Air Source Heat Pump is controlled from either the Eco Touch controller from within the property or via the Eco Link over 
the internet. These systems all control the features and the safety functions of the air source heat pump. The Eco Touch is an 
advanced touch screen control system enabling the user to have greater flexibility and control of the system. The Lincoln has 
been designed with a minimum “footprint”. The system is charged with a non combustible ozone friendly refrigerant R410A. 

1.2 Operation 

Heat is extracted from the outside air at temperatures ranging from -20°C to +30°C by the evaporator on the air side. The 
heating medium is then heated up by condenser located within the heat pump. Energy extracted from the air and energy 
provided by the compressor are the sources of the air source heat pumps energy. 
 
At air temperatures below +7°C, humidity in the air condenses as hoar-frost on the evaporator fins. This hoar-frost is 
automatically removed and the waste water is caught in a drip tray and drained off via a hose (Error! Reference source not 
found.). While the system is automatically defrosting, the fan is switched off and the units system is reversed to activate the 
defrost cycle. The energy used for defrosting is drawn from the central heating system or DHW cylinder. After a few minutes the 
unit automatically reverts to heating mode once the ice is cleared. 
 
At low ambient air temperatures (typically between -20oC and 0oC) the heating system may need to be supported by a 
supplementary heat source. The requirement of the supplementary heat source is determined by the heat load of the building 
compared to the heat output of the heat pump.  
 
Main functions of the Eco Touch are: 

 Turn unit on/off 
 Set required water temperature 
 Scheduler 

 
Never interrupt the Air Source Heat Pump power supply, even outside the heating season; otherwise the system will not be 
protected from frost. Generally, the system does not need to be shut down during summer, as you can change the settings in 
the Eco Touch controller to reflect your desired requirements. This retains the safety features designed to protect the system, 
(e.g. frost protection).  

1.3 Standard delivery and Accessories Options  

The following table outlines the combinations of components that are required for different types of installations. 
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Lincoln Air Source Heat Pump X X X X 

Eco Touch X X X X 

Room Temp Sensor X X X X 

Tank Temp Sensor X X X X 

Eco Store X  X  

4x SS Feet X X X X 

Buffer Cylinder X X X X 

3-port Valve X    

Heat Exchanger Pump X X X X 

Central Heating Pump X X  X 

Pool Heat Exchanger    X 

 
Please ensure that you check the scope of delivery before signing any delivery documentation. Below is a guideline checklist for 
what should be contained in each pack. Claims for missing of damaged parts after signing for the delivery will not be accepted.  
 

1.4 Warnings 

1.4.1 Temporary Power Supply 
If the Lincoln is to be run on a temporary power supply for any length of time then it is advised that correct load calculations 
have been carried to ensure the supply is sufficient to support the Lincoln’s power requirements. Fluctuations in voltage will 
damage the electronics within the Lincoln irreversibly. GES will not cover any warranty claims as a result of running on 
temporary power supplies. 
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2 Technical Specification 
 

Product Name  Lincoln Eco Air Boiler  

Product Model Number  Lincoln Air Source Heat Pump  

Type  Air to Water Variable Speed Heat Pump  

  

Electrical Spec   

Heat Pump   

 Rated Voltage  3N~/400V/50Hz 

 Max. Power Consumption  41.5kW / 74A 

 Protection  MCB Type C 100 A  

  

Performance   

  

Output @ Air 7/2/ -7/-10°C and Water 35°C 74.41/ 62.57 / 61.81 / 54.38 kW 

Input @ Air 7/2/-7/-10°C and water 35°C 20.39 / 18.01 / 19.88 / 19.20 kW 

COP @ Air 7/2/-7/-10°C and water 35°C  3.65 / 3.47 / 3.11 / 2.83 

Sound Power @ Air 7°C and Water 35°C 91dB(A) 

  

Mechanical   

  

Refrigerant R-410A 

Fill Weight 2 x 9.0kg 

Water Flow rate min/norm 10.0/ 15.5m3hr 

Maximum Allowable Pressure HP 44.0bar 

Maximum Working Pressure LP 14.0bar 

Oil Type  POE (3.24Ltrs) 

Protection IP20 

Defrost Type Reverse Cycle  

Fan Power Input (W) / Speed (RPM)  2 x 1100 / 900 

Heat Exchanger (Delta P)  50KPa 

  

Physical   

  

Dimensions W/D/H  2180*1080*2160 

Weight 800kg 

Pipe Connections 76.1mm 

  

Operating limit   

  

Water Side Min/Max  +25/+60°C 

Ambient Min/Max  -20/+35°C 
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3 Transportation 
 

  WARNING – HEAVY 
 
To protect the equipment against damage, it must be transported vertically inside its packaging. 
Make sure that the unit is not tilted more than 45° (in any direction) for any prolonged period of 
time. 
 
Short tipping of one of its longitudinal sides is permissible. Lifting slings for handling the standard machine can be hooked up 
anywhere on the lower frame. 
 
Protect the heat pump against severe impact. 
 
 Ensure that there is a clear pathway for a truck to deliver the Air Source Heat Pump as close to the selected location as possible. 
 
The installer must use a suitable lifting method in accordance with Health and Safety Regulations. 
 

3.1 Unpacking 

 
1) Undo the screws (remove retention straps) from the nonreturnable pallet. 
2) Remove the washers.  
3) Remove the equipment from its pallet and position it where required. 
 
The Air Source Heat Pump has a low centre of gravity. To maintain stability, strap the unit down. 
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4 External installation 

4.1  Location 

 
The Air Source Heat Pump must be installed outdoors with adequate clearances for ventilation and maintenance. It is 
recommended that the Air Source Heat Pump is installed along the property wall. There must be a minimum distance of 
1000mm in front of the fan to prevent air re-circulation. 
 
Positioning the Air Source Heat Pump in a confined space, frost hollow or well will result in reduced efficiency, as the cold air 
which is expelled by the fan cannot disperse and may be drawn back into the system. This means that the Air Source Heat Pump 
may be operating using a lower inlet temperature than what is actually available and will therefore run less efficiently. 
 
The unit should preferably not face prevailing winds to ensure correct air flow through the evaporator. If the unit is to be 
positioned in such away it will be affected by prevailing winds then a wind break should be erected to shelter the unit. Ensure a 
minimum gap of 1m (clearance) to L and R sides, 1m to the back and 1m to the front of Air Source Heat Pump. 
 
The Air Source Heat Pump must be accessible from all sides. With external installations, water and electricity supplies can be 
routed into the heat pump through the left hand side. 
 

4.2 Placement 

The heat pump must be fixed on to a level, stable base that is capable of withstanding the unit’s weight of 230kg, with a 
minimum of 50mm clearance around all sides of the heat pump. Recommended surfaces: 

 Foundation. 

 Kerb stones. 

 Stone slab. 
 

 

Figure 4-1: Heat Pump Location 

 

 
 
 
 

  Important 
 

Never install the Air Source Heat Pump on 
timber floors which form the ceiling below. 
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4.2.1 Plinth Dimensions 
 
When creating a plinth for the heat pump to sit on the dimensions shown in the following figures should be used noting that 
there should be a 600mm gap between the base and the wall. 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4-2: Plinth Dimensions 

 
 

  
 
 

 
Additionally the plinth should be fitted with drain or soak away for condensate.  
 
Ideally the heat pump should be located close to the property. Positioning the heat pump at a distance from the property will 
result in the need for extra insulated pipe, which will lead to extra cost, and result in additional heat losses. 
 
 
 
 

3080mm 
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4.3  Condensate Pipe Routing 

 
Approximately 4 litres of condensate water are drained from the system every time a defrost cycle occurs (approximately once 
every hour in (colder weather). Therefore, it is essential that the condensate is fed into a drain or soak away to allow for safe 
disposal of the excess water, away from footpaths, patios and other potentially hazardous areas. 
 
Use a water pump if there is insufficient fall. 
 
NOTE: If there is insufficient fall on the condensate pipe and ice accumulates on the floor or drain, a trace heater may need to be 
used to prevent ice build-up in the Condensate pipe and surrounding area. 
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5 Removing / Replacing Panels 
 
In order to access the internals of the Lincoln air source heat pump the panels can be removed. Prior to removal of panels, as a 
minimum requirement isolate power supplies for the heat pump at the supply disconnects local to the heat pump.  

 
 
To remove the selected panel: 

1) Undo the bolts located around the panel 
2) Lift and pull outwards.  
3) Store panel in a secure location to avoid damage  

 
To replace the panel: 

1) Push forward and downwards.  
2) Retighten bolts around the panel 
3) Once the panel has been replaced ensure there is an even gap on each side when closed.  

 WARNING! 
Although the mains supply must be isolated before the panels 
are removed for cleaning, inspection etc., there are several 
high-voltage components within the cabinet which will hold 
their charge, even when the mains supply has been turned 
off. 
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6  Plumbing Installation 
 
The Lincoln air source heat pump has two pipes that require connecting to the heating system. The pipes are flange connections 
consisting of a ‘FLOW’ and ‘RETURN’ pipe. The ‘FLOW’ pipe is the heated fluid from the unit to the heat load, while the ‘RETURN’ 
pipe is the fluid returning from the heat load to the unit. It is important that these are piped the correct way around and each 
pipe has a label to help identify ‘FLOW’ and ‘RETURN’ within the unit. Please take great care to not disturb joints within the heat 
pump itself.     
 

6.1 Flange details 

The flange type required to connect to the Lincoln flow and return pipes is: EN1092-1 / TYPE 13 / DN80 / PN6. 

6.2 Components 

In section 14 there a numerous examples on how to connect the Lincoln Air Source Heat Pump to a system. The main 
components have been identified below. 

Heat Exchanger Pump 

The heat exchanger pump is the main pump used for circulating the fluid between the heat pumps heat exchanger and within 
the property. This is operational whenever the heat pump is running.. The heat exchanger pump should be installed into the 
system as shown in the diagrams in section 14. 

Buffer Cylinder  

A buffer cylinder is recommended to ensure trouble-free Air Source Heat Pump operation. The Buffer or EcoStore is installed 
primarily as an energy source for defrosting the evaporator. Therefore it is necessary to connect a buffer tank in series with the 
heat pump. A buffer increases compressor life due to reduction in the number of starts. The buffer cylinder should be installed 
into the system as shown in the diagrams in section 14. 

Eco Store (Optional) 

The Eco Store is a specially designed DHW tank for use with the Lincoln air source heat pump.  The buffer cylinder should be 
installed into the system as shown in the diagrams in section 15. 
 
If a non GES heat pump cylinder is being used, consult GES to ensure that it has been accurately sized with the appropriate coil 
surface area of the cylinder to match the heat pumps output and flow rate requirements, and that all necessary hydraulic 
connections have been considered in connecting it to the heat pump system. 

Expansion Vessel  

The safety valve and expansion vessel are accurately sized by the installer based on the system volume (these are not supplied 
by GES).  

Heat Emitters 

The Lincoln is capable of working with many different types of heat emitters. Ensure that suitable heat emitters have been sized 
ensuring a low flow temperature design. To maximise system efficiency it is important to design the system with the lowest flow 
temperature possible. 

6.3 Installation 

In section 14 there are a number of examples on how the Lincoln air source heat pump and relevant components should be 
installed into a system.  
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Prior to Connection 

 Thoroughly power flush the pipe work before connecting the Air Source Heat Pump. Debris, such as welding, dust, sand, 
sealant etc., can impair the operation and reliability of the Air Source Heat Pump, and can lead to blocking of the 
strainer. 

Pipe Sizing 

 When selecting piping to install with the Air Source Heat Pump, please ensure that the pipe sizes are adequate to allow 
the correct nominal water flow rate through the heat pump.  

 Not all types of pipe will have the same internal diameter, e.g. multi-layered / plastic pipes will have a thicker wall. 
 Please note a one pipe system is not suitable for an air source heat pump. Heating systems should be upgraded to a 

two pipe system. 

Insulation 

 All External pipe work and valves should be adequately insulated with adequate vapour resistant thermal insulation and 
protected against damage by routing through conduits where possible. All joints should be suitably sealed and exposed 
pipework should be avoided.  

 All tank pipework should be insulated 
 Required insulation thickness in accordance with the Heating System Order (or local regulations) should be maintained. 

Protect all pipe fixings and wall transitions with anti-vibration insulation 
 Pipework and insulation should be protected against rodent damage where necessary. 

Filling 

 The system must be filled and flushed with clean fresh water to ensure the removal of all the air from the installation. 
 Air bleed points must be installed at every high point in the system. GES recommend the use of a power flush and 

purge cart to facilitate this process. 
 Venting the heating system. Air pockets in the system are detrimental to the Air Source Heat Pump function. Vent the 

pipe work thoroughly. For this, also activate the air vent valve integrated into the heat exchange flow. 
 A strainer must be fitted in order to prevent contamination of the heat exchanger. 

6.4 Oxygen diffusion 

Steel components, such as radiators and pipes, can corrode if plastic underfloor heating system pipes, which are permeable to 
oxygen, are used.  
 
The products of corrosion, i.e. rusty sludge, can settle inside the Air Source Heat Pump condenser and can result in a lower 
output through reduction of the heat transfer area. Therefore, it is advisable to avoid open heating systems or the installation of 
steel pipes in conjunction with plastic pipes in underfloor heating systems, which are not impermeable to oxygen. 

6.5 Minimum volume flow 

Global Energy recommends that one or several heating circuits in the heating system are left in an open condition. The open 
heating circuits should be left open in the main room (living room or bathroom).  
 
The remaining rooms can then be equipped with zone or thermostatic valves. As an alternative, an overflow valve can be set 
into the last heating circuit distributor. In any case, ensure a minimum volume flow of 12m3/h. 

6.6 Eco Store  

The Eco Store is a DHW tank designed to GES specifications. Please check immersion heater connection for tightness. The Eco 
Store needs to be installed and commissioned as per G3 specifications. The Eco Store is supplied with a temperature blending 
valve that is factory set, this must be installed as an extra safety device. Please ensure isolation of the main cold water supply is 
located within 1m of the tank with suitable drain off valves.  
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6.7 Buffer Tank 

The buffer tanks come in various designs depending on installation requirements. To aid installation and maintenance all ports 
on the buffer tank need isolation valves. Please install suitable drain off valves. 
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7 Electrical Installation 
 

Only qualified electricians may carry out the installation which must be in accordance with these instructions. 
 
Observe local/national regulations of the power company. The Air Source Heat Pump must be capable of being separated from 
the mains power supply by an additional supply/disconnect switch, which disconnects all poles with at least 3 mm contact 
separation. For this purpose, use contactors, mains isolators, fuses, etc. on site. The unit has components which must be kept 
safe from harmful ingress of water.  

7.1 Preparation 

Ensure the incoming power supply and the distribution board are suitably rated. Ensure that the regulations specified by the 
local electricity supplier have been adhered to.  
 
The supply cable must be suitable for the installation location and sized to meet the requirements of national wiring regulations 
for current carrying capacity, disconnection time and voltage drop. Cable sizing should be carried out by the installer. 
 
The required cable for the control screen controller is 4 core screened Belden cable or equivalent.  
 
For external installations use cables suitable for outdoor use (or local regulations). Route such cables through a conduit 
(protective pipe); entry into the Air Source Heat Pump can be gained from underneath the unit. 
 

7.2 Access Electrical Box and Wiring Centre 

To open the heat pump, follow the procedure shown in section 5, Removing / Replacing Panels to remove the panel located at 
the opposite end of where the pipe connections protrude from the unit. You will then be able to see the electrical box. To access 
the electric box, remove the screws holding the cover in place and remove.  
 

7.3 Connection of the Air Source Heat Pump 

To make electrical connections to the heat pump: Feed power cable and controller cable through the base of the unit. Allow 
sufficient cable to ensure the connections are not strained when the cover is opened. The controller cable is then connected 
from the heat pump to the wiring centre. 
 
The standard installation of the heat pump requires the power cables to be routed to the supply/disconnect switch local to the 
heat pump. 
 
 

7.4 Components 

 

 
In order for operation of the heat pump several components require connecting to the heat pump. Onboard the heat pump is a 
wiring centre where connections should be made.  
 

 WARNING! 
When wiring components into the wiring centre high voltage (240V) 
and low voltage (24V) connections are to be made side by side. 
Incorrect wiring will cause irreplaceable damage of the heat pumps 
components. If there is any doubt contact Global Energy Systems. 

 Before any work, isolate the equipment from the main power 
supply at the mains control board. 
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There is a mixture of high voltage (240V) and low voltage/ data cables to be run between several locations and the wiring 
centres. In order to prevent noise affecting the heat pump it is strongly recommended that shielded cable is used for all low 
voltage / data cabling and that they are run separate to high voltage cabling. The following components are required as a 
minimum. 

Eco Touch 

The Eco Touch is the main control interface for the heat pump and controls all functions as well as displaying any alarms. For 
more information on the Eco Touch functionality please refer to the Lincoln User Manual. The Eco Touch should be installed 
within the property/plant room in a central location.  
 
The unit is supplied with a prewired 5-core cable to connect between the touchscreen controller and the heat pump electric 
box. 

 

Heat Exchanger Pump 

The heat exchanger pump is the main pump used for circulating the fluid between the heat pumps heat exchanger and within 
the property. This is operational whenever the heat pump is running. This must be connected with 3-core cable to the wiring 
centre. 
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Eco Link 

The Eco Link is used to connect the heat pump to Global Energy Services. This allows for constant monitoring and remote access 
of the heat pump. In order for the Eco Link to function an antenna must be fitted between the modem located in the electrical 
box and the positioned external to the heat pump. 
 As the system relies on the mobile phone network for transmitting data it is important that location of the antenna has good 
reception, therefore position should be in a high up position away from obstacles that may interfere with reception. If unsure 
about the best position please contact Global Energy Systems at time of install. 
 

7.5 External Control 

If there is requirement to use third party thermostats with the Lincoln air source heat pump then external control must be used. 
The thermostats must be wired back to the wiring centre to terminal 11&12. Numerous thermostats can be wired in to this 
terminal and when one or more are active the heat pump will run. Refer to Lincoln User Manual for information regarding this 
set-up. NOTE: When in this mode all third party thermostats require setting correctly as the heat pump is no longer in control of 
heating demand. 
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7.6 Electrical Installation Summary 

 

COMPONENT PROTECTION 

Air Source Heat Pump Power Supply Single Pole 100A Type C MCB 

  

COMPONENT CABLE TYPE 

Air Source Heat Pump Supply Cable  25mm2 SWA Cable 

Heat Exchanger Pump 3 Core 0.75mm2 Heat Resistant Flex 

Screen  5-CORE Screened Belden Cable 
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7.7 Detailed Wiring Schematic 

  

 

Figure 7-1 Main Wiring Schematic 
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8 Commissioning 
 

 Fill central heating system with water until the pressure is 1 bar 

 Vent system to remove air 

 Check pipework for leaks 

 Replace all covers 

 Switch on heat pump power supply 

 Wait for screen to start-up 

 Turn power button on wait until it turns green 

 Heat pump should run in DHW mode 

 Heat Exchanger pump should start  

 Fan and compressor will run on heat pump 

 Flow temp should increase and divert to DHW tank 

 Tank should increase until it reaches set point 

 When tank is at temperature central heating needs a demand via the touch screen or external control 

 Heat exchanger pump and central heating pump (if installed) will run and zone valve divert water to heat emitters 

 When all heat emitter circuits are warm turn off central heating 

 The heat pump booster heater should be forced on by turning the tank temperature up to 60c and turning low ambient 

air mode above the current ambient temp. Use a clamp on meter to check the amperage it should be 26amps. When 

the tank has reached 60c revert all changed settings. 

 Turn power to the heat pump off and remove and clean inline filter (See section 10.2) 

 After commissioning, the installer should complete the commissioning report in section 16 

 Only qualified contractors must adjust the Eco Touch heat pump setup section.  
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9 Maintenance 
 
Before starting to work on the unit, isolate power supplies for the heat pump and booster heater at the supply disconnects. 
Refer to Section 6 for instructions on removal of the panels. Use / wear appropriate personal protective equipment when 
attempting any maintenance or cleaning of the unit.  

9.1 Preventative Maintenance Plan 

The following is the recommended maintenance plan that should be implemented for the Lincoln. 
 

 Check the water supply and air vent frequently, to ensure there are no air pockets in the system and that the system is 
pressurised. Clean the water filter periodically to maintain the water quality in the system. Poor maintenance of these 
parts can damage the unit. The water pump in the system will run once per 72 hours to ensure that the system doesn’t 
freeze. 

 Placement of the unit should be in a clean dry place with good ventilation. Clean the heat exchanger every 2 months 
where possible to ensure maximum heat transfer from the unit.  

 Ensure that any damaged or failed parts are replaced and that should any leaks occur, repressurise the system to 
operating pressure.  

 Check the power supply and electrical components of the system. If there are any signs of damage or failure of the 
wiring or components make sure they are replaced. 

 If the unit is to be unused for a long period of time it is recommended that the system be drained and sealed and that 
the heat exchanger is fully drained to stop any water freezing during cold periods. Once refilled, complete a full 
inspection of the heat pump before restarting the unit. 

 The water circuit MUST be protected against freezing during cold ambient conditions. Please see the recommended 
conditions below, failure to follow the recommendations will invalidate the warranty on the unit.  

 
1) Do not turn the unit off during winter. When the unit is turned on, the ambient temperature is below 0 degrees and the 

return temperature is below 2 degrees the system will run to ensure the system doesn’t freeze. 
2) The system should be filled with anti-freeze (glycol) using the table below. 

 

Glycol Percentage (%) 10 20 30 40 50 

Ambient Temperature (⁰C) -3 -8 -14 -22 -33 

 

Once a month 

 Check that the evaporator is free from debris.  
o This can be checked visually from the front and side panels. Always make sure the system has been switched 

off and isolated.  
 Check that the air inlet/outlet apertures are free from debris. Remove any restrictions. 

Once a year 

 Check glycol concentration within the system is at a sufficient level to provide anti-freeze protection 
o This can be checked using a refractometer 

 Check heating system for leaks and that the general operating pressure is maintained in the heating system.  
o This work should be carried out by a qualified heating engineer. 

 Clean inline strainer 
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9.2 Cleaning Filters 

1) Turn heat pump OFF at the screen 
2) Isolate heat pump and booster heater at supply disconnects  
3) Close the ball valves on the flow and return pipes 
4) Locate the strainer on the pipework  
5) Remove strainer mesh from within 
6) Clean debris from mesh using fresh water 
7) Replace strainer mesh 
8) Replace strainer cap using PTFE tape on the threads. Ensure cap is tight 
9) Open ball valve on the flow and return pipes 
10) Re-pressurise the system 
11) Check there are no leaks from strainer cap 
12) Turn on supply disconnects and turn heat pump ON at the screen. 

 
 

 The cabinet is corrosion protected for extended life. If the coating is ever damaged, replace immediately with a suitable 
coating to prevent further deterioration.  
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10 Alarms 
 
If the system stops working, check the following descriptions below before contacting a service engineer. If the situation is 
critical, call a service engineer immediately for assistance and isolate the unit by the supply disconnect (Note: Frost protection 
will be deactivated once isolated). The Air Source Heat Pump will list certain faults on the LCD display. Describe the fault to the 
service engineer so they can help.  

HP Switch 

During installation and when the system has been in operation make sure the water is connected and the system is free from air 
locks. If there are any air locks in the system this will cause the High Pressure switch to activate switching the system off and 
displaying a fault code (HP switch). To fix the problem, go through the water system checking there are no leaks, all stop valves 
are open and check that the system is primed with water and pressure if it is an unvented system. This HP switch is on a timed 
reset. If it activates more often than the factory pre-set level, it will have to be re-set in the Setup Menu (see Eco Touch User 
Manual). 

LP Switch 

If the system stops working on an (LP Switch), then the system will not restart as this is connected to the Air Source Heat Pump 
cycle. A fault will have occurred that needs fixing by a service engineer. Please contact customer services to speak to an 
engineer. 

Flow Switch 

The Flow Switch is located on the water flow pipe downstream of the Booster Heater. The Flow Switch protects the system 
against low or no fluid flow. 
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10.1 Troubleshooting 

Failure Possible causes  Solutions 

Heat pump not 
powering on 

1. Wrong power supply 
2. Power supply cable loose 
3. Circuit breaker open 

1. Shut off power and check power 
supply 

2. Check power cable and make sure 
connection is good 

3. Check for cause and reset circuit 
breaker 

Water pump making 
audible noise or 
running without 
water 

1. System is empty of water 
2. Air in the system 
3. Water valves closed  
4. Water filter blocked 

1. Check water supply and re-charge 
with water 

2. Bleed air from the system  
3. Open valves 
4. Clean water filter 

Heat pump output 
low 

1. Lack of refrigerant 
2. Poorly insulated water pipes 
3. Low heat exchange rate 
4. Poor water flow through 

system 

1. Check for gas leak. Recharge with 
refrigerant 

2. Insulate water pipes 
3. Clean heat exchanger 
4. Rectify flow issue 

High gas 
temperature 

1. Excess refrigerant 
2. Low heat exchange rate 

1. Check refrigerant levels and 
discharge excess gas 

2. Clean heat exchanger 

Low system 
pressure 

1. Lack or refrigerant 
2. Refrigerant side system issue 

1. Check for gas leak. Recharge with 
refrigerant. 

2. Investigate system for issues 

Compressor not 
starting 

1. Power supply issue 
2. Compressor contactor issue 
3. Power cable loose 
4. Compressor protection 

running 
5. Water temp setting too low 
6. Poor water flow 

1. Check power supply 
2. Replace  compressor contactor 
3. Tighten/affix power cable 
4. Check gas temperatures 
5. Change water temp settings within 

permissible limits 
6. Check for water flow issues 

Audible compressor 
noise (different to 
normal running 
noise) 

1. Liquid refrigerant in 
compressor 

2. Compressor failure 

1. Probe/system issue. Investigate 
temperatures and consult with 
manufacturer 

2. Replace compressor 

Fan not running 1. Fan relay failure 
2. Fan motor issue 

1. Replace fan relay 
2. Replace fan motor 

Compressor running 
but not producing 
heat 

1. Lack of refrigerant in the 
system 

2. Heat exchanger issue 
3. Compressor failure 

1. Check for gas leak. Recharge with 
refrigerant. 

2. Clean or replace heat exchanger 
3. Replace compressor 

Low water flow 
temperature 

1. Low water flow rate 
2. Low water flow setting 

1. Check for water flow issues 
2. Change water temp settings within 

permissible limits 

Flow switch 
stopping the system 
running 

1. Poor flow through the system 
2. Flow switch failure 

1. Check for water flow issues 
2. Replace water flow switch 
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10.2 Faults 

If, in an emergency, a fault occurs and the heat pump stops working, a fault description will appear on the screen. Call a service 
engineer and let them know what the fault is. 
 
 

Protection/Fault Fault 
Display 

Cause Rectify 

Standby None Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Normal Boot None Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Inlet Temp Sensor Fault P01 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Outlet Temp Sensor Fault P02 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Water Tank Temp Sensor Fault P03 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

AT Sensor Fault P04 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Syst1: Coil Temp1 Sensor P153 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Syst1: Coil Temp2 Sensor P154 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Syst1: Suction Temp Sensor P17 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Syst1: Antifreeze Sensor1 (US) P191 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Syst1: Antifreeze Sensor2 (US) P193 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Syst1: Antifreeze Sensor4 
(HSS) 

P195 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Syst1: Inlet Sensor (EVI) P101 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Syst1: Outlet Sensor (EVI) P102 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Syst1: Exhaust Temp Sensor P181 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Syst1: Pressure Sensor Fault PP11 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Syst2: Coil Temp Sensor P25 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Syst2: Suction Temp Sensor P27 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Syst2: Antifreeze Sensor1 (US) P291 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Syst2: Antifreeze Sensor2 (US) P293 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Syst2: Antifreeze Sensor1 
(HSS) 

P292 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Syst2: Antifreeze Sensor2 
(HSS) 

P296 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Syst2: Exhaust Temp Sensor P281 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Syst2: Pressure Sensor Fault PP21 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Syst2: Inlet Sensor (EVI) P201 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Syst2: Outlet Sensor (EVI) P202 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Syst1: Exhaust Overtemp P182 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Syst2: Exhaust Overtemp P282 Sensor is faulty or short circuit Check / Replace sensor 

Low AT Protection TP Ambient temp low  

Fan Motor1 Fault F031 1. Motor in locked rotor 
state 

2. Poor contact on wire 
between DC-fan motor 
module and fan motor 

1. Change a new fan 
motor 

2. Check wiring 
connections 

Fan Motor2 Fault F032 1. Motor in locked rotor 
state 

2. Poor contact on wire 
between DC-fan motor 
module and fan motor 

1. Change a new fan 
motor 

2. Check wiring 
connections 

Communication Fault (Speed 
Control Module) 

E081 Speed control module and main 
board communication failure 

Check the communication 
wiring 

Communication Fault E08 Communication failure between 
wire controller and main board 

Check wiring between 
remote wire controller and 
main board 

Syst1: Comp Overcurrent E101 Compressor current overload Investigate the compressor 
/ check system 
temperatures 
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Syst2: Comp Overcurrent E201 Compressor current overload Investigate the compressor 
/ check system 
temperatures 

Syst1: HP Protection E11 High pressure switch triggered / 
faulty 

Test switch / refrigerant 
circuit 

Syst2: HP Protection E21 High pressure switch triggered / 
faulty 

Test switch / refrigerant 
circuit 

Syst1: LP Protection E12 Low pressure switch triggered / 
faulty 

Test switch / refrigerant 
circuit 

Syst2: LP Protection E22 Low pressure switch triggered / 
faulty 

Test switch / refrigerant 
circuit 

Flow Switch Protection E032 Poor water flow / no water in the 
system 

Check for water flow issues 

Aux Superheat Protection E04 Electric heater protection switch 
triggered/faulty 

Check electric heater to 
make sure it hasn’t been 
running for too long 

Primary Anti-Freeze Protection E19 Ambient temp low  

Secondary Anti-Freeze 
Protection 

E29 Ambient temp low  

Syst1: Antifreeze (US) E171 Water temp low (User side) 1. Check/replace 
sensor 

2. Check for flow 
issues 

Syst2: Antifreeze (US) E271 Water temp low (User side) 1. Check/replace 
sensor 

2. Check for flow 
issues 

Syst1: Antifreeze (HSS) E172 Water temp low (Heat side) 1. Check/replace 
sensor 

2. Check for flow 
issues 

Syst2: Antifreeze (HSS) E272 Water temp low (Heat side) 1. Check/replace 
sensor 

2. Check for flow 
issues 

Syst1: Exhaust Overtemp E182 Compressor current overload Investigate the compressor 
/ check system 
temperatures 

Syst2: Exhaust Overtemp E282 Compressor current overload Investigate the compressor 
/ check system 
temperatures 

Excess Water Temp Diff E06 Flow/Return differential too high Check for flow issues 

 
 

10.3 Safety Devices 

HP Switch 

The HP (High Pressure) Switch is located on the compressor discharge and protects the system against over pressure. 

LP Trip 

The LP (Low Pressure) trip is located on the compressor suction and protects the system against low pressure. 

Flow Switch 

The Flow Switch protects the system against low or no fluid flow. 
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11 Legionella Purge 
 
If a domestic hot water tank is to be used with the heat pump then the prevention of the build-up of legionella bacteria must be 
considered. As domestic hot water will be stored at 50 - 60ºC, a system purge must be performed regularly to prevent the 
buildup of legionella bacteria. A system purge should be performed once a week involving taking the tank temperature above 
60deg.C for the period of 1 hour to disinfect the tank of legionella bacteria.  
 
Note: It is advised that the legionella purge is carried out in the early hours of the morning when domestic hot water demand is 
at its lowest to ensure the cycle is efficient. 
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12 Adverse Weather Conditions 
 
Warranty may be void if the Air Source Heat Pump is switched off at the mains or at the control panel during adverse winter 
weather conditions as this will prevent the automatic frost protection from being activated which in turn may cause damage to 
the unit. It is also required that an approved frost inhibitor be used in the water circuit in case of electrical power failure. 
 
The integral frost protection control (inside the Air Source Heat Pump), which automatically starts the circulation pump in the 
Air Source Heat Pump circuit at a pre-set temperature, safeguards circulation in all water bearing components and offers 
additional frost protection. The Air Source Heat Pump is started automatically when the temperature inside the Air Source Heat 
Pump drops below a desired set point.  
 
In the event of a power failure / or the unit is to be isolated and no frost inhibitor present in the system then the water must be 
removed from the system. 
 
When connecting a new Air Source Heat Pump to a heating circuit it is advisable to ensure the heating circuit is cleaned and 
flushed out of all sludge and corrosion debris and an approved frost inhibiter added to the system before the new unit is 
installed. 
 
1. Flush out the existing system with fresh mains water. 
2. Add appropriate cleaning agent and circulate for one hour. 
3. Flush out the cleaner and corrosion debris thoroughly following a standard system cleaning and flushing method statement. 
4. Install the Air Source Heat Pump. 
5. Dose the system with an approved frost protection and protector. 
 
Global Energy Systems recommends frost protection down to -14°C. 
 
It is critical to take into account the volume of water in the buffer store when adding a frost inhibiter to the system. It is 
important not to under dose. Once the system has been dosed and adequately circulated, a refractometer should be used to 
verify the frost protection. 
 

12.1 Anti-Freeze Application and Dosage 

Dilute with mains water, in order to ensure adequate corrosion and biocidal protection, the minimum in use concentration of 
the product is 10%. Maximum in use concentration is 30%. 
 
Upon dilution frost inhibitor will provide frost protection according to the table below. (Based on Fernox HP-5C). 
 
 

Concentration Frost Protection 
(deg.C) 

10% -4 

20% -9 

30% -14 
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13 End of Life 
 
Before disconnection and disposal of the heat pump disconnect it from the electricity supply and close all valves. Observe all 
environmentally relevant requirements regarding the recovery, disposal of materials and components in accordance with all 
applicable standards. 
 
This unit contains HFC refrigerant that at end of life must undergo an HFC recovery process. The HFC refrigerant must be 
recovered by a certified technician before the plant is dismantled. Do not dispose of your Heat Pump, or any of its accessories, in 
the household waste. 
 
Information concerning dismantling and scraping can be obtained by contacting Global Energy Systems. Contact details: 
 
Global Energy Systems 
Dock Road 
Lytham 
Lancashire 
FY8 5AQ 
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14 Piping Schematics 
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15 Commissioning Form 
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Lincoln Installation Manual 3.0 
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Refrigerant Log 
As refrigerant system holds more than 3kg of refrigerant this log must be kept up-to-date during maintenance. 
 
 
 
 
 


